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Motivation
● Graphic artists need to create images from text captions for use
within software programs
● Lots of repetitive and wasted work since many assets are discarded
● GANs have shown potential to generate images [1]
● Can we train a computer to produce original images in a particular
style?
Input

Output

“A white cow with yellow flowers”

Final Results and Evaluation

Methods

We wish to create a system that
takes as input a text caption along
with some style images and output
an image that fit both the caption
and the style of the input.

● 2 Approaches: first try 2-stage generate + style, then try integrated
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Datasets
● Generation: MS-COCO
● 118k training images, 5k validation images
● 80 fine-grained categories
○ Focus on 3 categories: elephant, laptop, train

● Quantitatively, single category model performance improved
dramatically with Inception score increasing from 2.48 to 3.63

● Qualitatively, images are much better: easily recognizable vs.
incomprehensible for the baseline
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Two Stage

“A yellow and
black striped train
next to sidewalk”

Single Stage

Experiments

“A red train is
docked at the
station”

Approach One: 2 Separate Stages
● It’s important to get a GAN working in the simplest fashion before
adding additional features.

Information from captions
is captured by the
generated images. Left:
images are without
applying style. Middle:
images are through our
GSN. Right: results from
multi-category model

● Multi-category performance also improved dramatically

Experiments

● Style: iPhone Mafia Game Assets
● 3,000 images
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Challenges and Error Analysis

Results

● Inception Score:

●

○ Measures both quality and diversity of generated images [3]
○ Metric tested and validated against human intuition for 20+
experiments
● Baseline Evaluation (Inception Score: 2.49)
○ MS-COCO images used as-is without any processing
“A large
elephant”

“A small elephant
walking across a
dirt field”

“A black laptop
with a black
screen sitting on
a desk”

“A yellow and
black striped
train next to
sidewalk”

“A picture of an
elephant standing
in some bush”

Generated images for caption “A small elephant walking across a dirt field”
Image generation performed much better than baseline, though Gram Matrix Style Transfer is not performant.

Approach Two: Single Stage Generative Styled Network
“A small elephant”
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Poorly generated results (single category model)

●

●

●
“A laptop computer is displaying a
screen with words”

“A green train is coming down the
tracks”

“A train with a
striped door
waiting on a train
track.”

“A laptop
computer has a
white screen.”

Single category elephant GSN: 26% generated correct images
○ Common failures: multiple elephants eg “two elephants,” “elephant with a baby elephant”;
pose eg “elephant walking away”; specific features “long tusks”, “eating food”
Multi category generation:
○ Model confusion: ‘red’ color associated with train, so a red elephant is in the shape of a
train
Future challenges:
○ Demonstrated that objects belonging to classes can be generated quite well. Moving
forwards, can the model learn to generate relations as well? (e.g. “elephant next to a train”)
○ Failure rate still too high, likely due to insufficient data. Try to get more data or
augmentation
○ Multi category GSN not working as well as single category.
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